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A Summary on business strategic solutions 

By Wonder4 

 Top service 

1. Implement comprehensive HR strategy to gain comparative advantage 

To stand out in this labor-intensive industry, Soberri should be well aware that it’s the employees of a 

hotel that deliver the service to its customers. Thus, a focused differentiating human resource strategy 

is in need to enlarge Solberri’s comparative advantage over its peer competitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Improve current disordered IT systems to earn a sustainable growth. 

The IT systems are not only outdated but are experiencing frequent double bookings which affects 

several levels of management and eats away customer satisfaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Top facility 

Overall strategy 

Coming back on its feet from previous losses, Solberri is standing at an intersection on its way to the 

group’s future. Since capacity constraints start to emerge in Peak season operation, and the problems 

of the three Super-plus hotels needs a prompt answer, the Board should be considering a clear path 

that leads to Solberri’s ultimate goal——to be the best luxury hotels in Mediterranean area. 

 

Fix the BMS problems at once under a cross-department communication 1 

 
Introduce virtual software that allow customers to see typical hotel views 2 

 
Grant €5 million budget on new systems to implement a better business strategy 3 

Recruitment and Selection 

·Recruit additional staff at all 

levels   

·Retain qualified employees 

Training and Development 

·Lengthen the time span of 

induction training 

·Adopt upgraded procedures 

manual 

·Offer employees continuing 

education opportunities 

Motivation 

·ESOP 

·Sign permanent contract with 

well-qualified short-term staff 

·Give bonus as an incentive to 

short term employees if they 
return every peak season. 

HR Strategy 



 

Recommendations 

1. Purchase the two Paradiso hotels  

2. Adopt but delay Proposal B  

3. Go on with refurbishment plans for its remaining Superior hotels in the next few years  

 

Rationale 

The reasoning behind all those choices are pretty simple and similar. They go well in conformity with 

Solberri’s long-run strategy and will solve the existing problem once for all. Not only the acquisition of 

additional hotels is a good deal at the moment, it sends to the market a very positive signal that 

Solberri is coming back.  

With the help of those investment, all the hotels of the Solberri group will meet the needs of its 

high-end customers and the Board members as well. 

 

 Top Marketing 

Offer a true all-inclusive package to differentiate its marketing policy 

1. Raise the room rate from 650 to 800 in two Premier hotels 

2. Pay attention to the relevant service and equipments  

3. The market campaign should aim at previous customers who paid for additional activities 

4. Change more hotels to this pricing structure immediately if this gets desired outcome 

 

     

 

 


